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Abstract. By using the decidability of the weak second order theory of

linear order we get the decidability of the theory of Boolean algebras with

the additional quantifier Q0.

The quantifier Q0 is defined as follows:

For any 31,

21 1= Q0x<p(x) iffcard({a E 3I|2I N <p(a)}) > N0.

Ba denotes the elementary theory of Boolean algebras, formulated in the

language with the following nonlogical symbols:

one ternary predicate Uxyz (expressing the fact, that z is the sum of x and y),

one binary predicate Cxy (expressing the fact, that y is the complement of

x) and

two constants o and e (denoting respectively zero and unit).

For the sake of simplicity we assume that o ^ e is an axiom of Ba.

Ba(g0) denotes the theory of Boolean algebras in the language of Ba, with

the additional quantifier Q0.

LO denotes the elementary theory of linear order with least element,

formulated in the language with the following nonlogical symbols:

one binary predicate x < y (expressing the fact that x is less than y) and

one constant 9 (denoting the least element).

LO* denotes the weak second order theory of LO (that means, we add to the

language the new variables X, Y, Z, . . . ,   ranging over finite sets, and the

symbols   E, u, n,0,  denoting  respectively  membership  relation,   union,

intersection and empty set).

It is known that the weak second order theory of linear order is decidable

(see [4] or [5]). Thus also LOw is decidable.

Let 2Í and 33 be Boolean algebras. 21 =0 33 denotes that 21 and 33 have the

same theory in the language of Boolean algebras with the additional quantifier

Ôo-
Example. Let 33u be the Boolean algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of to.
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Then it is easily seen (for instance by using Ehrenfeucht games) that

»„-(«J2-We set

fix) =df Q0yUxyx   and   $ =df Vxy(Cxy -> -<<p(x) V -nfO)).

tp(x) expresses that there are infinitely many elements less than x and \p

expresses that for any element x, x or its complement cannot have infinitely

many smaller elements. Then 33u 1= <// and (33u)  1= -it//; thus we see that the

theory Ba(Q0) is more expressive than Ba.

The following theorem can be found in [2] or [1, §13, Theorem 5.1]:

Theorem 1. Let 2Í be any Boolean algebra. Then there is a Boolean algebra 33,

with card({a|a G 33}) < H0, such that 21 =0 33.

Let 3JÍ be a linearly ordered set with first element. Then ^(Tl) denotes the

Boolean algebra, generated by the left-closed right-open intervals. One can

show (see [3] or [6]):

Theorem 2. Let % be a Boolean algebra with card((a|a G 31}) < N0. Then

there is a linearly ordered set 2JÎ such that 21 s S(^)-

Let SD? be a linearly ordered set with first element and x E %Ç2R). Then

there are elements a0, ..., an, b0, ..., bn E 5DÎ (or a0, ..., a„, b0, ..., bn_x

E 3K) with a0 < b0 < • • • < an < bn (a0 < b0 < • • • < an) such that

x = {y\% <y < bo) u • • • u {y\<*n <y<bn)

(x = {y\a0 < y < ¿>0} U • • • U {y\an < y}).

Thus x can be coded by the two disjoint finite sets X0 = {a0,... ,an) and

Xx = {*0> ...,bn) (XQ = {a0,.. .,an),Xx = {¿>0,.. .,b„_x}).

XQ U Xx is the support of x (denoted by supp x). We set

SupiJf, Y) =    lny = 0A Vy(y E Y -» 3x(x E X A x < v))
df

A Vxy(x <y A x E X A y E X

-*3z(z G Y A x < z A z <y))

A Vxy(x <yAxEYAyEY

-* 3z(z EXAx<zAz< y));

that means, X and Y are trie code of some element of the corresponding

Boolean algebra. It is possible to describe union, complement, zero and unit

with the help of codes.

Let <p be any formula of the language of Ba(Q0). Then we have the following

important fact:

3(3R) N Q0xqix)

iff card(U {suppx\%(Wt) N <p(x)}) > N0.
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Now we are in the position to define a function * from the set of formulas

of Ba(Ö0) to the set of formulas of LO* such that for every sentence <p of

Ba(e0), Ba(Ô0) h <p iffLO" h (<p)*.

(*=y)* =äixo= r0 A*i = >í;

(x = o)* =df Ao = 0M,=0;

(x = e)* =df X0 = {9} A Xx - 0;

(i/xyz)* =df Vx(x E Z0 <h> {[x E *0 A Vy(y E ^ A y < x -*

3z(z E YxAy<zAz< x))]

V [x E T0 A Vy(y E X0 A y < x -*

3z(z E *j A .y < z A z < x))]})

A Vx(x GZ,« {[x E Z, A V^(^ E  Y0 A y < x -»

3z(z E r,A><zA:< *))]

V [x E IJ A \/y(y E X0 A y < x ^

3z(z E Ai A y < z A z < x))]});

(Cxy)* =df V*C* e A-0 «+ x E Yx V (x = 9 A (9 g !&))

A Vx(x E Xx++x E Y0 A x * 9);

(-><p) =df -"P*;

(<p A $* =df <p* A xp*;

(3x<p(x)) =d{3XQXx(Sup(X0,Xx) A (<p(*))*);

(QoMx)) =df VT(Vy(^ E y ^ 3A0A1(Sup(A0,X1) A

yEX0UXxA (<p(x))*))

-> 3Z(y # Z A \/y(y E Y ̂  y E Z) A

Vy(y EZ-7 3^Al(Sup(Ab,Al) A , E *„ U JT, A (*(*))*))).

Let <p be any sentence of the language of Ba(Ô0). It follows immediately

from the construction, that: if Ba(g0) h <p, then LO* h (<pf. Together with

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we also get: if LO* h (<¡p) , then Ba(g0) h <p. Now

it follows from the decidability of LOw, that also Ba(g0) is decidable.
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